Abstract. This paper deals with the derivation and physical interpretation of a uniform high-frequency Green's function for a planar right-angle sectoral phased array of dipoles. This high-frequency Green's function represents the basic constituent for the full-wave description of electromagnetic radiation from rectangular periodic arrays and scattering from rectangular periodic structures. The field obtained by direct summation over the contributions from the individual radiators is restructured into a double spectral integral whose high-frequency asymptotic reduction yields a series of propagating and evanescent Floquet waves (FWs) together with corresponding FW-modulated diffracted fields, which arise from FW scattering at the array edges and vertex. Emphasis is given to the analysis and physical interpretation of the vertex diffracted rays. The locally uniform asymptotics governing this phenomenology is physically appealing, numerically accurate, and efficient, owing to the rapid convergence of both the FW series and the series of corresponding FW-modulated diffracted fields away from the array plane. A sample calculation is included to demonstrate the accuracy of the asymptotic algorithm.
Introduction
In the electromagnetic modeling of large phased arrays, which is a topic of current interest [ Neto et al., 1998 ] is to reduce the often prohibitive numerical effort that accompanies an element-by-element full-wave analysis based on integral equations which are structured around the ordinary free-space Green's function; when applied to a periodic array, this array Green's function is composed of the sum over the individual dipole radiations. As an alternative, we explore replacement of the element-by-element Green's function by the array Green's function (AGF), which represents the collective field radiated by the elementary dipoles.
The efficient calculation of the AGF is accomplished via a Floquet wave (FW) representation like that proposed by Felsen and Carin [1994], Carin and Felsen
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[1993], Felsen and Gago Ribas [1996] , and Capolino et al. [1998] . With this representation, the radiation from, or scattering by, finite phased arrays is interpreted as the radiation from a superposition of continuous equivalent FW-matched source distributions extending over the entire finite array aperture. The asymptotic treatment of each FW sectoral aperture distribution for a rectangular array leads to an FW that is truncated at the array edges, plus FW-modulated diffracted contributions from the edges and vertexes of the array. The asymptotic results can be cast in the format of a generalized geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD) ray theory which includes periodicity-induced nonspecular reflections as well as multiple conical edge diffractions and spherical vertex diffractions. Since the FW series and the series of corresponding diffracted fields exhibit excellent convergence properties far enough away from the array plane to render evanescent FWs and diffracted fields negligible, the resulting representation is found to be more efficient than the direct summation over the spatial contributions from each element of the array.
This approach has been applied by us previously to semi-infinite planar dipole arrays [Capolino et 
periodicity-modulated edge and vertex interactions is novel. Numerical examples verify the accuracy and efficiency of this asymptotics.
The canonical sectoral AGF here, which has linearly phased, uniform-amplitude dipoles, can be used as the basic constituent for structuring a full-wave analysis of actual rectangular arrays of short wire dipoles or of apertures in an infinite ground plane. The analysis can be carried out via the "windowing method" [Ishimaru et al., 1985; Skrivervik and Mosig, 1992] or, more accurately, via the method of moments [Neto et al., 1998 ; see also Civi et al., 1998 ]. In each case, the canonical AGF is used in the integral equation for the actual array so as to isolate the noncanonical variations near the array edges and vertexes, thereby substantially reducing the numerical size of the overall problem. A more detailed description is given by Maci et al. [1999] .
problem of a right-angle sectoral planar phased dipole array, which combines the phenomenologies of the two truncated edges and includes the effect of vertex diffraction. The implementation is performed sequentially, initially treating the truncation effects due to the two edge arrays and thereafter including the effect of the vertex.
The sectoral AGF is constructed here by plane wave spectral decomposition in the two-dimensional wavenumber domain corresponding to the arrayplane coordinates. The direct spectral summation over contributions from the individual radiators is restructured into a closed form with pole singularities, thereby yielding a double spectral integral for the radiated field. The analysis involves a sequence of manipulations in the complex two-dimensional spectral wavenumber plane that prepare the integrands for the subsequent efficient and physically incisive asymptotics, parameterized by critical spectral points (saddle point and poles). Different species of spectral poles define the various species of propagating and evanescent Floquet waves (FWs). The other critical points in the double spectral integral define the asymptotic behavior of the edge and vertex diffracted rays, and the confluence of these critical points determines a variety of locally uniform transition regions for truncated edge diffracted and vertex diffracted waves, for both propagating and evanescent FWs. To the best of our knowledge, our approach to the rigorous analysis and synthesis of the sectoral array Green's function in terms of self-consistent (5) and (10) are along the real axis with clockwise indentation around the poles. As described in section 3, the original integration paths are deformed locally along the 45ø-line steepest-descent paths (SDPs). In the kz2 plane the SDP passes through the kzl-dependent saddle point (SP) kz2s(kzl) = V'k2-kz21 cos 4>1. Similarly, the local SDP in the kzl plane passes through the SP kzls(kz2 ) = V'k 2-kz22 cos 4>2.
bet domain. Accordingly, we employ the spectral Fourier representation [Felsen and Marcuvitz, 1973] 1 f_: 
Canonical Integral for Vertex

Diffraction
Within the Van der Waerden method the asymptotic evaluation of integrals characterized by specific arrangements of critical parameters (saddle points and singularities) is addressed by mapping the given integrand (both phase and amplitude) onto the simplest canonical integrand that accommodates the relevant configuration of critical points. The reduction to the canonical form is accomplished by selectively adding and subtracting "regularizing" portions of the integrand, which can involve an arbitrary number of poles; for simplicity here, we develop expressions only for regularization of the (p, q) pole which is closest to the saddle point. For the vertex problem the critical parameters are tied to the (kz•, kz2) first-order saddle point in (23) and to the kz• and kz2 poles in (23). We shall be satisfied here with the lowest-order, locally uniform canonical asymptotics that extends over a limited region Q in the (kz•, kz2) spectral domain, large enough to accommodate the asymptotic isolation of the saddle point and poles at its boundary, and with its center defined by saddle point-pole coalescence. In section 4.1 we consider the proposed regularization architecture, and in section 4.2 we deal with the relevant asymptotics.
Spectral Regularization
The spectral regularizations pertaining to the vertex are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 , which we now explain. Starting in Table 1 with the spectral amplitude in the integrand of (10), we refer to the discussion in section 3 on parameterizing the uniform sectoral array asymptotics in terms of the interaction, via the vertex, of the uniform semi-infinite array solutions pertaining to each edge. These phenomenologies are identified in the leftmost column, beginning sequentially with edge 1. The second column identifies the relevant spectral amplitude terms, while the third and fourth columns specify the corresponding critical spectral parameters. Note that B 1,2 contains the pole singularities in the kz•,2 integrations, respectively (see equations (6) Note that these regularizing decompositions are exact for the propagating FW spectrum (evanescent effects are neglected here), and they provide the formal structure for subsequent uniform asymptotics. The detailed blending of these complex vertex-induced phenomena with one another and with those exterior to the vertex region will be addressed elsewhere (F. Capolino et al., manuscript in preparation, 1999) . For the present discussion we shall be satisfied with the lowest-order locally uniform asymptotic evaluation performed next.
Asymptotic Evaluation
The spectral decomposition in Table 2 order approximation to the exact phase over a limited region Q centered at the saddle point in the (kzl, kz2) domain, which is "sufficiently large" to uniformly accommodate the poles in the various spectral terms
•i(kzl, kz2 ) in Table 2 (kpq)' ti(8vr2ky) in the integrand (see Table 2 
Concluding Remarks
In this paper we have presented a uniform asymptotic treatment of the canonical dyadic Green's function for a planar sectoral periodic array of parallel dipoles with linear interelement phasing and identical element amplitudes. This asymptotic construct not only speeds up the calculations when the array Green's function (AGF) is used in a windowing approach [Ishimaru et al., 1985; Skrivervik and Mosig, 1992] , but also provides the basic guidelines for the formulation of a hybrid method where FW-modulated diffracted rays are used as basis functions in a method of moment scheme [Neto et al., 1998 ]. We have synthesized the solution in terms of (1) the known phenomenologies of the two semi-infinite arrays corresponding to the nontruncated sector edges and (2) the new effects due to the vertex. Via the Van der Waerden-(steepest descent path) method, the formal sectoral array solution obtained in the twodimensional spectral wavenumber domain has been reexpressed in an alternative rigorous form which is matched to subsequent asymptotic evaluation along the steepest descent paths in the complex wavenumber planes. The Van der Waerden architecture, which self-consistently combines these intertwined phenomenologies, has been presented, as has an approximate 
